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“SPARK-2022” is the unique identity of Gujarat Power Engineering and Research Institute where
students showcase their exceptional talents. This event was celebrated on 19th March, 2022. It
was coordinated by Porf. Soniya Jain and Dr. Vikas Raval, Assistant professor, Department of
Computer Engineering. The entire cultural night was sponsored by Gujarat Technological
University (GTU), Ahmedabad.
Every year the institute takes pride in the outstanding performance of the students in academics
and sports as well. The invite chief guest, the principal sir and the respective Heads of the
departments facilitated such shining stars of the institute.
The event was graced by Dr. K.N. Kher Registrar, GTU. He was invited as the chief guest of
the entire culture event.
The event was commenced by lighting of a lamp. All the dignitaries salute the Supreme who is the
light in the lamp that brings auspiciousness, prosperity, good health and abundance of wealth.
A prayer is offered for the waves of the Deity to be present at the venue. This activates God’s
Sankalp-shakti and the task is accomplished. The students of GPERI enchanted beautiful words of
prayer and it was followed by GTU song.

The principal sir welcomed the august gathering with his warm welcome words and also greet the
chief guest with bouquet and momento. The principal Dr. A.M Prabhakar has given memorable
welcome speech.
The event was anchored by the students of GPERI Ms. Yashvi and Mr. Sankalp from the
department of Computer engineering.

Now the stage and the august gathering were ready to witness the glorious and hilarious cultural
night with their wholehearted blessings for the talented students’ performers. The following
performances along with photographs are mentioned below:
1. As per the Indian tradition, Ms. Nidhi Nayi, the student of the department of Computer
Engineering has performed prayer dance.

2. Mr. Darshan and Ms. Vidhi have sung the love mashup song and mesmerized the audience
with their melodious voice. It really prepared the right atmosphere for the cultural night.

3. Ms. Khusi and Ms. Priya have performed group dance on Punjab Mutayara and Mashup and
it was really a energetic performance.

4. Mr. Rakotoarisoa Daniel has sung a Bollywood song along with guitar. Despite being an NRI
student his performance was really amazing with high confidence.

5. Mr. Umang Patel along with his group performed on the stage with very funny drama entitled
“Mime Music (side effects of mobile)”. The audience enjoyed the drama.

6. Ms. Diksha Kumari has performed a dance on Bengali folk song. Her body movement was
really amazing; it appeared that the performer has amazing elasticity in each and every step of
dance.

7. Ms. Kavya along with her team did a group dance on Garba Mashup. It was really mind-blowing
performance.

8. Mr. Krima Patel along with her team did a group dance on the theme of lazy dance (Rasode
me kaun tha). It was a really laughable performance.

9. Mr. Dhruvi Patel has sung a Bollywood song “Khuda Janne”. Her voice touched the heart of
audience.

10. Ms. Anjali and Ms. Astha have performed group dance on Sallan-e-ishq and it was really an
energetic performance.

11. Mr. Tirth Patel along with her team did a group dance on “Hara rang mashup”. It was a really
amazing performance.

12. Drama allows students to communicate with and understand others in new ways. Mr. Rajat
Maurya along with his group performed on the stage with very funny drama entitled “Masti ki
pathsala”. The audience enjoyed the drama.

13. Mr. Jani Dhany has sung a song on the theme of “College days”. His performance recalls the
college days and touched the hearts of the audience.

14. Mr. Kaushal with his group has sung a group song called "Aarambh Hai Prachanda" on
the theme of Mahabharata. Their performance was really brilliant and makes the audience feel
energized.

15. At the end a fashion show was presented by the students of GPERI under the guidance of Mr.
Kaushal and Ms. Metra. Some highlights of the fashion show are mentioned below:

Prof. Soniya Jain, co-coordinator, represented the vote of thanks and showed his sincere gratitude
to all those who have knowingly and unknowingly helped to provide a unique height of success to
the cultural fest-2022.
The august gathering relished the sweet Gujarati food and departed with sweet memories of
mesmerizing performances of talented students. Their eyes confirmed appreciation and the mind
showed excitements for the next cultural evening (SPARK-2022).

****************END******************

